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This was a fabulous fundraiser for the Cumberland Community and an incredibly fun
evening! This is an event to mark on your calendar, for next year - "Mountain
Matter" will surely be making another appearance!

Even though I had to drag a few out to the event, kicking & screaming, I'm sure,
from our table's happy faces, that the evening was quite enjoyed and hopefully,
many, if not all, will be returning to again test their matter.

I'd really like to thank my great team mates who, despite the coach's best efforts to
thwart their wright answers, hung in to vault our team to a respectable 9th place
finish out of 14 teams - after 3 demanding rounds of challenging questions, there
wasn't much left under their peaks.

"Oral Turpitude", returning champions and again victorious in 2013, were given a
solid round of well deserved booing.

On several occasions some of our mates had the correct answer but were
overridden by an equally convinced majority who had the wrong answer - needless
to say, with democracy upheld and a mutiny averted, the ship went down with it's
entire crew.

At other times the team would contribute the right answer only to have their coach
intervene with the great notion that his wrong answer was a much better response -
oh, the agony of defeat!

Sometimes, surprising even ourselves, we would select what would seemed like a
"Hail Mary" and be wildly elated with some modest success!

Just a terrific time and a swell club crew to round out the social event of the month!
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Report contributors: William W, 

Participant list (8 of 8): Denise A, John K, Bev K, Nicole M, Jack M, Kathryn W,
William W, Dirk Z, 
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